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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nikhil SharmaVice President, Shopper InsightsNikhil leads strategic planning and marketing efforts for Nielsen’s Shopper Insights practice in North America. Since 2008, he has held various leadership positions at Nielsen, including roles focused on strategy consulting, consumer research and predictive analytics.Nikhil has fourteen years of progressive, global leadership experience in management consulting and product development with Fortune 500 and mid-market companies. His areas of expertise are Growth Strategy and Shopper Marketing, and he has led several initiatives with major CPG and Retail clients on topics that have included Brand Strategy, Segmentation & Targeting, and Marketing Effectiveness. Josh GoldmanGlobal Leader, Digital ShoppingJosh Goldman currently serves as the Global Leader for Nielsen’s Digital Shopper Measurement strategy – focused on building industry-leading insight on digital’s influence on the Path to Purchase. Josh has 20 years of experience in consumer marketing insight and business intelligence serving in various product management and consulting roles. Josh has conducted numerous client-speaking engagements including industry conferences and client events.
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 Digital influence on shopping 1 

 Guidelines for success 3 

   Considerations for marketers 2 

Digital Shopping: The Topline on Online 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our topic today on Digital Shopping. We are excited to share our perspective and hopefully provide useful principles for you to incorporate into your own strategies. We will cover three major topics today:Digital influence on shopping – how are shoppers changing their behaviors and increasingly using online, mobile, and tablets to aid or even complete their purchasing?Considerations for marketers – so what does this mean for you, and what are some examples of companies taking advantage of this shift?Guidelines for success – What are the right principles to build your strategy around and what process can you follow?  
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Digital Shopping 

'Digital' is widely pervasive in the United 
States today 
ONLINE MOBILE SOCIAL 

Source: 
(1) Nielsen Netview, Oct 2011 
(2) Mobile Insights, Q4 2011 
(3) Facebook S1 Filing, Feb 2012 

Average Online 
Time Per Month(1) 

Americans  
with Mobile 
Phones(2) 

of Mobile Subscribers 
with Smart Phones / 
Tablets(2) 

People On 
Facebook(3) 

Minutes Spent on 
Social Networks  
or Blogs(1) 

People with 
Internet Access(1)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No one will be surprised to hear that digital is growing in prominence, but the numbers are still striking…The American that is NOT online is the rare exception (among those, the narrowband user is the rare exception)Yes, we spend more time with TV than online, but we now spend 25 hrs/week onlineNearly all of us have mobile phones.  Ipads are still pretty niche, but 15 million were sold in Q4 alone and the pace of penetration is dramatic.Finally, social media, best exemplified by Facebook, accounts for the lion’s share of online time – 155 million users in the US, 500 million plus globally.  6 hrs per person/month, 130 Facebook friends on averageIt is important to keep in mind, the rise of mobile and social from a marketer’s standpoint did not exist 5 years ago – these are now dominant forms of engagement and shopping influence today.
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Digital Shopping 

While shoppers continue to interact with traditional forms of 
marketing, many are also digitally engaged while shopping 

Print Digital Other 

% of shoppers accessing sources ‘Weekly’ while shopping 

Source: Nielsen Digital Circulars Survey, Q2 2011 
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Nearly twice as many 
shoppers read a 
retailers' email than 
paper circulars in-store 
  
More than 30% of 
shoppers researching 
online while shopping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the rise of digital is dramatic in people’s lives, let’s put some context that traditional medium are still dominant for shoppers.One of the first things that emerged from the survey is a lot of shoppers (about 60%) look at printed paper material – mailed to home or received via newspaper - at least once per week.  The only electronic tactic that matches printed paper’s weekly reach is e-mail.  Digital efforts reach far fewer people – only 18% have ever used a smartphone to understand what’s available at a store, 33% with a tablet, and 64% via a personal computer.  The weekly reach is even less for these high-tech touch points.Since retailer e-mail has been around the longest, will the other digital efforts extend to the same weekly reach as they mature and / or the technology becomes universal.You want to be leaning on the front foot to build your knowledge base with the new medium while the traditional remains rooted, this prepares you for the change.
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Digital Shopping 

Shoppers are digitally engaged to varying degrees 
depending on the products that they buy 

Non-CPG Categories 

67% Consumer Electronics & Technology 

38% Entertainment Items & Content  

34% Health Supplements and Choices 
 

CPG Food Categories 
34% Non-Alcoholic Beverages 

19% Packaged Food 

18% Fresh Food 
 

of ALL purchase 
decisions involve some 

online or mobile  
activity 

of all CPG purchase 
decisions are  

influenced by some 
online or mobile  

activity 

Source: Nielsen Shopper Benchmark Survey – Q2 2011 

CPG Non-Food Categories 

38% Baby & Child Care  

26% Beauty & Personal Care  

18% HH Cleaning & Detergents  

31% 

25% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking another level deeper by category also helps differentiate where you should put your focus and on the level of adoption by shoppers. As expected, non-CPG products are the highest penetration for digital research with consumer electronics being the expected winner. However, it is striking to see the level of influence already occurring for CPG products at 25%. Within that baby care and beauty / personal care are key along with non-alcoholic beverage which is likely due to promotional activity as well as contest / sweepstakes common in that category.Clearly, shoppers have shifted a meaningful portion of their research, the question is are you present and if so, what are you communicating?
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Direct Mail
Newspaper

In-store  
Store Website using Computer

Emails from retailers
Store Website using Tablet

Social media site
Smart phone or mobile phone

In-store kiosks
Televisions in the store

 
 

Digital usage in shopping will increase: 70%+ shoppers 
want to shop with digital engagement in the future 

% of shoppers accessing sources ‘A Lot’ or ‘Somewhat’ in Future 

~60% today 
Millennials Index = 114 

~10% today 
Millennials Index =176 

Source: Nielsen Digital Circulars Survey, Q2 2011 

Print Digital Other 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demand for digital information sources goes up when we asked shoppers what they wanted in the future.  About 1/3 are interested in social and smartphone apps although the traditional mediums remain a key need.Importantly, the younger generations have different expectations than the average response – the use of social and smartphone has a significantly higher preference by Millennials in the future, over-indexing to the average at 176. Same is true for email / websites although that is a more broadly adopted form.
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Digital Shopping 

Mobile shopping is also increasing, and shopping apps 
are among the fastest growing categories of mobile apps 

23 Million 
Smart Phone 
Users 

5 Million 
Tablet Users 

Fastest Growing App Categories  
(Q3 2010 – Q3 2011) 

Number of People Engaged 
In Mobile Shopping 

Source: Nielsen  Mobile Insights – M:Shopping 30 Day Activity,Q3 2011 
Source: Nielsen Mobile NetView, December 2011. Mobile scanning apps included are Barcode 

Scanner, ShopSavvy, QR Droid, RedLaser, Price Check by Amazon, ScanLife, QR Reader,  
             and Consumer Reports Mobile Shopper 

13 Million  
Scanning App 
users in Dec ’11 

147% 

100% 

 82% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking a little deeper on smartphones and tablets, you can see that adoption is already significant with 23M smartphone and 5M tablet digital shoppers in Q3 2011. In addition, the shopping apps on these devices is the second highest year over year growth category at 100% vs. 2010. We also saw 13M people use a scanning app in December 2011 based upon the Nielsen smartphone analytics data capturing shopper behavior on the devices. This is a still emerging area and there will be many companies experimenting with how best to apply to their business, but it is a clear trend that will grow. The question is how you want to play.
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Digital Shopping 

Is impulse purchasing declining? No…but new 
tactics required to influence shoppers 

  

Shop Their List 

Q: What are top ways you use information? 

Coupons ‘My’ 
items Sales 

‘My’ 
item info Any sale Browse New item 

info 

Compare 
Store 
Prices 

Other 

Newspaper    
Paper at 
home    

Retailer email    
Store site  
(computer)    
Store site 
(tablet)    

Social     
Kiosk    

  Impulse 

Source: Nielsen Digital Circulars Survey, Q2 2011 
Source:  Nielsen Homescan  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked shoppers why they use different information sources.  They told us that newspaper, mailed paper, retailer e-mail, and the store’s site help them with what they’re most interested in is finding deals on ‘their’ products and locating widespread sales.  However, the high-tech touch points tablets, social sites, and in-store kiosks are only used to generally browse and research products.  The implication is that paper, e-mail, and the store site help shoppers with their lists.  These marketing efforts help shoppers satisfy their known demand and extend it slightly to impulse buys based purely upon what’s on deal.  Conversely, new technology is used exclusively to increase shopper’s knowledge of broad market availability and also need to be leveraged as the new ‘impulse buying’ tactics.
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Digital Shopping 

93%

81%

81%

78%

74%

63%

56%

44%

44%

41%

22%

Online Circular

Site Product 
Filters

Shopping List 
& Recipes

Active Twitter 
Feed 

Circular #1 
Search Result

YouTube w/ 
Content

Mobile-friendly 
site

Circular Email 
Subscription

Circular 
Search Ads
Circular via 
Facebook 

Circular Item 
Search Ads 

What services are expected; where can you 
stand apart? 

Source:  Nielsen analysis 

Expected 

Differentiate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we examined existing websites across 27 large regional and nation retailers within the grocery, drug, mass, dollar, sporting goods, department and hardware/home improvement retail channels.There are some fairly high-tech attributes that have become surprisingly normal for most retailers.  Almost all have an electronic version of their circular available.  Most have filterable web-sites for products, have recipe / shopping list functionality, active Twitter feeds, and their circular comes up first when you do a rudimentary search for “retailer-name & circular”.  These are no longer advantages or differentiators.  They are common.More than half have a YouTube channel with active content (multiple videos to choose from) and mobile phone friendly web sites.  In other words, a version of their site that is viable from your phone and not just extremely small font.The current differentiators are e-mail subscription, paid search, circular via Facebook, and alternative languages.  Take note of the e-mail subscription percentage given that 60% of our survey respondents told us they review retailer email weekly.It will not be long before the minimum stakes in digital will be Facebook Circular, Twitter, YouTube, Mobile web, Paid Search advertising, and e-mail subscription.  The question then becomes who can differentiate best within those areas or who can truly differentiate by being first to marketing with new technology?  We’ll see some examples of that in a few minutes.
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Digital Shopping 

To develop an effective digital strategy, marketers must 
influence decisions along the entire ‘path to 
purchase’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this mean, how can you think about these trends? Nielsen believes it should be centered on the overall Path to Purchase. Marketing is identifying the right consumer insight to stimulate demand and create the brand image for your products. Once that demand exists, shoppers go through a series of key decisions on their way to their ‘buy’ choice. This is the essence of shopper marketing – how can you effectively engage shoppers as they plan their trip, choose their retail place, and decide on their final purchases. Nielsen believes in these fundamental decision points but digital is altering the sequence and shortening the time between decisions. It also opens up new opportunities to understand shopper’s behavior and influence it.
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Digital Shopping 

Considerations 
for Marketers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap the ground we have covered so far, we have broadly seen three themes emerge:Digital is everywhere. It is definitely impacting shopping, even for CPG. And it will grow.Digital is very much a compliment to traditional marketing, not a substitute. We have research that proves that almost everyone that uses digital also uses traditional.Finally, it is important to coordinate digital and traditional marketing efforts to influence decisions around the entire ‘path to purchase’ (demand creation, trip planning, store choice, purchasing, and post-purchase).With this background, two questions that are relevant to most marketers are:What are some new ways for us to engage shoppers using digital?Where should we focus our efforts and how do we win with digital?
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Digital Shopping 

Shopper marketing tactics changing 

CUSTOMIZATION AUTHENTIC 
ENGAGEMENT 

PRECISE 
SEGMENTATION 

LOWER COST 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shopper marketing tactics are changingWhether it is customizing the message for the shopper, segmenting shoppers more finely, being more ‘authentic’ or lowering operating costs, marketers are seeking new ways to engageDigital helps with all of these – let’s look at a few examples
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Digital Shopping 

Retailers like Safeway are personalizing and integrating 
value-added content leveraging their ‘just for u’ 
platform 

It's all about me 

Source:  Safeway 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safeway has integrated ‘value-added’ content centered on the shopper with their ‘just for u’ programThis program is available either on their website, or through a mobile app, and provides shoppers with relevant content by analyzing their past purchases based on loyalty card information. Some of the content that shoppers get in a personalized way are:CouponsSpecial DealsShopping ListsDigital CircularsMany retailers nationwide either already have, or are developing similar programs
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Digital Shopping 

Brands can add value to existing purchase journeys and 
drive pre-store choices in their favor by leveraging digital 

Search 
Engine 

Text 
Ad 

Shopping 
List 

Circular Landing 
Page 

Source: MyWebGrocer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brands can, and are adding value to existing purchase journeysIn this example, provided by Nielsen’s partner MyWebGrocer, a brand like Campbell’s is able to achieve three objectives through search advertising, when shoppers might be searching for very specific items (e.g. seafood on sale):Letting shoppers know that soup is on saleDriving traffic to a local Kroger storeUsing a ‘lightbox’ (red box) to remind shoppers of the soup sale before the shopper is exposed to the circularMany of us will agree that ‘brands’ generally are not on shopping lists – it is the category (e.g. milk, bread, eggs etc.). This is a way for brands to get onto shopping lists!
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Digital Shopping 

Brands can also trigger new purchase journeys 

Source: MyWebGrocer 

+50% higher 
click-through rate for 
brand search 
campaigns using       
‘on sale’ messaging 
in their ad. 
 
1 out of 7  
Shoppers who 
reached the Lightbox 
added a brand 
product to their online 
shopping list 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, we see a similar example in which a brand can create impulse demand and purchase leveraging digital.The shopper is reading the ‘Chicago Tribune, and is exposed to a Winn-Dixie advertisement with relevant content close to when that shopper might actually be thinking of buying milk and cereal (e.g. on a Saturday).This is again a way for Winn Dixie to drive store choice in its favor, and get specific items on shopping lists.The results from work that MyWebGrocer has done on search/display ads complimented with a ‘lightbox’ are impressive!50% improvement in click-through rates if a brand uses ‘on-sale’ messaging in the ad1 out of every 7 shoppers that see the ‘Lightbox’ added the item to their shopping list
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Digital Shopping 

Likelihood Top 10% Redeemed  
Over Bottom 10% 

Nielsen Mobile Coupon Pilot, 2011 

Demographics of Pilot Participants 
Index of Pilot App Downloaders to US iPhone Overall, 2011 

143

68

Yes No

Age: 

Children in 
Household: 

100 

100 

Note: Redemption results are preliminary and will be updated at 
the pilot’ is finalized 

Mobile devices enable personalization by delivering 
digital content consistent with shoppers’ 
preferences  

71 

123 
135 

95 

18-35 36-49 50-65 66+ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we learned before, mobile phones/smart phones are growing rapidly in usage.In a pilot study that Nielsen did with a grocery retailer last year, we saw that if mobile coupons are organized by a shoppers’ preference, the redemption rate actually increases 6 fold!Participants in this pilot skewed toward people in the 25-29 age range, and those that had children in the household.
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Digital Shopping 

Social media and consumer reviews ‘level 
the field’ for smaller brands 

Source: Amazon.com 

Impact of Ratings 
& Friends 

Brand 
Advocacy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social media plays an equally important role in leveling the playing field, and allowing smaller brands to competeIn this case, Earth’s Best, a relatively small baby food brand, has two things working in it’s favor because of the fact that its available on AmazonHigh ratings (‘Like’ button and ratings by shoppers on top), which might be favorable compared to other larger brands.Indirect brand advocacy – conversations about the brand are happening that Earth’s Best has absolutely no role in!So, hopefully through these examples you are seeing that digital is enabling new possibilities for CPG products.Now, let’s tackle the second question around ‘how to win’ with digitalWe broadly advocate 3 steps to approaching this question, addressed on the next few slides
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Digital Shopping 

Marketers need to focus on the ‘right shoppers’   

SATISFIED & 
SEDENTARY 

OCCASIONAL TRIALISTS 

TRENDSETTERS 
Don't generally waste their time 

trying to keep up with new 
things…Know what they like, and 

don't have to keep trying everything 
new 

Usually keep up with what's happening… 
Don’t go out of their way to try every new thing 

Love to keep ahead of what's 
happening…Love trying new 
things…Often tell others about them 

Demographic Skews 
• 25-49 
• Children/Teenagers in 

Household 
• More Affluent 

Demographic Skews 
• 50-59 
• Live With Spouse/Partner 
• Middle Class 

Demographic Skews 
• 60+ 
• Live Alone 
• Less Affluent 

Source: Nielsen Category Shopping Fundamentals Research, Q4 2011 

Shopper Segments  
Based On Attitudes Toward Experimentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, focus on the right shopper – not everyone is going to use digital.We know from Nielsen work that 27% (1 out of 4) CPG shoppers are ‘Trendsetters’.These are generally shoppers that love to keep ahead, try new things and tell others about them – they are younger compared to other segments, have children in the household, and are a bit more affluent compared to the general population.The hypothesis, which we know to be true through our experience, is that ‘Trendsetters’ tend to be more digitally engaged – however, this is highly dependent on what they’re buying.
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Digital Shopping 

Diapers Coffee Laundry Detergent 

Searching for 
Coupons 
Reading a 
Flyer/Circular 
Looking for 
Deals 

Browsing 
Online 
Looking for 
Deals 
Searching for 
Coupons 

Searching for 
Coupons 
Comparing 
Prices 
Reading a 
Circular/Flyer 

Source: Nielsen Category Shopping Fundamentals Research, Q4 2011 

74% 
Digitally 
Engage

d 

45% 
Digitally 
Engaged 

43% 
Digitally 
Engaged 

Trendsetters 

… engage shoppers with the ‘right message’ 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

23% 
Trendsetters 

22% Trendsetters 

1 

2 

3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of ‘Trendsetters’ and the extent of digital engagement varies depending on what they’re buying.For baby products – every other shopper is a Trendsetter, and 74% are digitally engagedFor coffee or laundry detergent, it’s 1 in 5, less than half of Trendsetters are digitally engagedAlso, while digital activities when shoppers are shopping for CPG items tend to be deal-centric, the exact activity varies by category. For baby products, the top activity is searching for coupons, while for coffee, it is browsing online.
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Digital Shopping 

…via the ‘right medium’ 

1 Searching 
for 
Coupons 

2 Reading a 
Flyer/ 
Circular 

3 Looking 
for Deals 

Website E-
Circular 

Emails Printable 
Coupons 

Digital 
Maga-
zines 

Search/
Display 

Ads 

Mobile 
Coupon 

Text 
Message 

Mobile 
Apps 

Reviews Social 
Media 

Kiosks QR / 
Bar 

Codes 

         

     

          

ONLINE MOBILE SOCIAL IN-STORE 

An increasing complex landscape provides  
consumers with a wide array of choices 

 

Weigh IMPACT vs. FEASIBILITY of above tactics to optimize digital platform 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore, the third principle to keep in mind is that it is important to engage these shoppers via the right medium.The digital landscape is complex, and there are several options to engage shoppers.Marketers need to focus on the medium that provides the best ROI – for instance, for shoppers buying baby products, printable coupons or display ads might be effective, but QR codes might not be.It is important to prioritize the medium based on Impact it drives & Feasibility of deploying it.
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Digital Shopping 

Digitally engaged shoppers can be very rewarding -  
both for manufacturers and retailers 

Average Category 
Spending  
(Per Household - $) 

$41 

$30 
+36% 

Source: Nielsen Analysis of Homescan Online Data, Q4 2011 
(1) Define based on actual visitation to baby care websites (e.g. diapers.com) 

(1) 

$263 
$207 

+27% 

(1) 

Average Trip 
Spending  
(Per Household - $) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital can be complex… but very rewarding if done right!Shopper marketing as a concept is primarily geared toward improving manufacturer and retailer collaboration – digital directly helps this.Digitally engaged shoppers are more valuable to both brands and retailers – in our analysis, we have seen that digitally engaged shoppers spend +36% more on the category and +27% more on a trip.In conclusion, marketing are changing, and the payoff is high if you do it right. With that, let’s take a look at some of the winning principles in digital shopper marketing.
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Digital Shopping 

Guidelines 
for success 
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Digital Shopping 

A new ‘digital shelf’ emerges 

The digital ‘new math’… 1 + 1 = 3 

Discriminating tastes 1 

2 

3 

Create advocates, not mercenaries 4 

Winning principles for digital 
shopper marketing 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What should you keep in the front of your mind on winning in this emerging space? The keys are:Discriminating Tastes – Not all shoppers are alike, key is differentiating the strategy by trip / category and what they look for when they engage digitallyThe Digital ‘New Math’ – This is a medium that is incremental – it can amplify your message when integrated and opens new engagement at points of decision. A new ‘Digital Shelf’ Emerges – It is important to start understanding what your shopper sees when they browse your store, aisles, and products. Does it meet your traditional standards? What about new dynamics of ratings and reviews, what are the new principles you need to perfect?Create Advocates not Mercenaries – You are in less control of your brand image and message, individuals look to others to reinforce or decide and you will have to devise your own strategies to understand and reinforce. The question is how you can create advocates that share positive experiences, how do you delight them and engage to be your advocate?
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Digital Shopping 

Roadmap for success 

ORGANIZE TO 
SUCCEED 

BUILD  
FOUNDATIONAL  

INSIGHTS 

COLLABORATE 
& ACTIVATE 

MEASURE 
IMPACT 

Build a Dedicated  
Shopper Insights 

Team 

Develop Flexible and 
Efficient Frameworks 

Choose Where to 
Win and Understand 
Decisions on ‘Path to 

Purchase’ 

Learn From 
Shoppers at Every 

Opportunity 

Proactively Tackle 
Retailers’ Most 
Difficult Issues 

Add Category Depth 
to Retailers’ Broad 

Knowledge 

Clearly Define 
Success Metrics and 

KPIs 

Measure 
Effectiveness with 

Shoppers and Retail 
Partners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Success in shopper marketing requires organizational focus, insights on the entire ‘path to purchase’, intent to address a retailers’ most pressing issues, and ability to measure insights on a repeatable basis. ‘Shopper insights’ teams need to have direct visibility into and influence on digital shopper marketing programs.Digital marketing investments can foster collaboration with retailers, particularly if brands can credibly demonstrate that they drive trips, baskets and loyalty.
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Digital Shopping 

What now? 

Copyright © 2010 The Nielsen Company. Confidential and proprietary. Copyright © 2012 The Nielsen Company. Confidential and proprietary. 
MOBILE & ONLINE: INSIGHTS INTO CROSS PLATFORM BEHAVIOUR | FEB 2012 

27 

Identify a decision to influence 

Find your shopper first 

Action over perfection 1 

2 

3 
Experiment across platforms 4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can you get started? A few key things we would urge you to consider:The first step is the hardest on this journey, it will keep changing, and engaging is the best choice vs. analytic perfectionUnderstand the right mix of shopper segment and category that poses the biggest opportunity for youFocus on a single decision to start, such as planningEnsure you are leveraging online, mobile, tablets, apps etc. – it is an increasingly diverse landscape and you need to build up experience across these.
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Digital Shopping 

Q&A 
 Thank you for attending 
•If you have follow-up questions or want more information, please 
contact your Nielsen Professional Services Representative. 

• If you are not a current Nielsen client, please contact us by phone  
or email: 

        Phone: 800-553-3727 
        email: CPGSolutions@nielsen.com 

OR if you have any questions regarding the content of this webinar, 
you can also contact: 

  Nikhil Sharma, email:  nikhil.sharma@nielsen.com 
  Josh Goldman, email:  josh.goldman@nielsen.com 

 

mailto:CPGSolutions@nielsen.com
mailto:nikhil.sharma@nielsen.com
mailto:josh.goldman@nielsen.com
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